INTRODUCTION
We recall from [5] that a group G is centrally eremitic, or merely eremitic, if there exists a positive integer e such that whenever an element of G has some power in a centralizer, it has its e-th power. The eccentricity of an eremitic group G is the least such positive integer e.
In [5] it was proved among other results that finitely generated Abehan-by-nilpotent groups are centrally eremitic.
In [6] Wehrfritz showed that finitely generated linear groups over fields of characteristic zero are centrally eremitic and possess a subgroup of finite index with eccentricity 1. He asked whether finiteIy generated Abelian-by-nilpotent groups also have the latter property. This paper is devoted to answering this question.
In the negative direction we show first of all that there exists a twogenerator metabehan group which does not have a subgroup of finite index with eccentricity 1. Let G be the standard wreath product L wr iIs of a cyclic group L of order 2 with an infinite cyclic group M. Let A be the base group of G and suppose G* is a subgroup of G with eccentricity 1.
Then G* n A is of exponent 2 and so it is trivial that the square of any element of G* n d centralizes every element of G*. Hence G* n 3 is contained in the centre of G*, since G* has eccentricity 1. Moreover G*/G* n d is isomorphic to G*d,/A, an Abelian group. Therefore GU is nilpotent. It is clear that G has no nilpotent subgroups of finite index, and the result follows. The above argument rests on the fact that the base group of G is periodic and so the question naturally arises as to what happens in a finitely generated group G which has a torsion free Abelian normal subgroup d with G/,q nilpotent. As our main result we shall prove THEOREM A.
Suppose A is a torsion free Abelian normal subgroup of a LENNOX group G such that G/A is nilpotent. If G is finitely getaerated then G has a subgroup of jkite index with eccentricity 1.
We remark that finitely generated torsion free metabelian groups do not in general have eccentricity 1. For example if G is the group having generators X, JJ subject only to y-$ = b-l, then x centralizes y" but not 37. In what follows the letters O-I, %, , 91, 8,r , and 8 will denote the classes which consist of all Abelian, nilpotent of class c, nilpotent, r-generator and finitely generated groups, respectively. We shall write X9 for the class of all X-by-cl_) groups, i.e., groups which are extensions of X-groups by ?J-groups and as usual P+r will be used for (X")X, n > 1. By Max-n we shall mean the maximal condition for normal subgroups.
For a group G we shall denote the derived group of G and the r-th term of the upper central series of G by G' and c,.(G), respectively.
As our first extension of Theorem A, we shall prove
Suppose H is a torsion free normal subgroup of a group G such that H' < c,,(G) for some Y > 0. If G is finitely generated and GIH is nilpote?zt the;rl G has a mbgroup of jinite index with eccentCcity 1.
In the general context of finitely generated soluble groups the form of Corollary Al would suggest the dichotomy in the class of all commutator subgroup functions discussed in 1.6 of [5] . So the natural question to ask is whether, restricting attention to torsion free groups, there exist any finitely generated torsion free groups G with G' nilpotent of class 2 which do not contain a subgroup of finite index with eccentricity 1. We answer this question in the affirmative by means of EXAMPLE Al.
There exists a finitely generated torsion free 8 n (YY&,%)-group which is not eremitic.
The fact that this group does not have a subgroup of finite index with eccentricity 1 is an immediate consequence of [5, Lemma 17(ii)J.
As our second extension of Theorem A, we shall prove COROLLARY A2. Suppose H is a torsion free nilpotent normal subgroup of a group G such that G/H is nilpotent. If G has Max-n then G has a subgroup of jinite index with eccentricity 1.
Therefore, in particular, any torsion-free '%%group with Max-n has a subgroup of finite index with eccentricity 1. However not every torsion free a3-group with Max-n has this property. In fact we have EXmmE A2. There exists a 3-generator torsion j.ee W-group with Max-~ which is eremitic but does not have a subgroup of finite irtdex with eccentricity 1.
It may be worthwhile to remark finally that an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.3 of [l] together with Lemma 2.2 of [6] is that all free soluble groups are eremitic with eccentricity 1. Hence, since free soluble groups are torsion free, we have THEOREM B. Azy soluble group is a homomorphic image of a topsion free eremitic soluble group witlz eccentricity 1.
We shall deduce Theorem A from a parallel result for modules of finitely generated nilpotent groups, a technique used widely in [5] . Specifically, we shall prove THEOREM A*. Let A be a torsion free Noetlzerian r-module where I' is a jkitely generated nilpotent group. Then there is a subgroup P of $nite index in r such that the pair (A, r*) has eccentricity 1.
Here if 9 is a r-module where r is a group then the pair (A, r) is eremitic with eccentricity e if A,(xi) < AI for all x E r, i + 0, and e is the least positive integer for which this is true. A,(X) is the centralizer in A ofs.
Before proving Theorem A* we show how to deduce Theorem A and its corollaries from it.
Suppose that Theorem A* is true and that 4 is a torsion free Abelian normal subgroup of a group G such that I' = G//Z is in 8 n 91. Let F, be a torsion free subgroup of finite index in r. Then A is a torsion free Noetherian r,-module and so by Theorem A* there is a subgroup F* of finite index in r, , and therefore of finite index in r, such that the pair (A, r*) has eccentricity 1. Now r* = G*/A for some subgroup G* of finite index in G. By the well-known theorem of Mal'cev (see e.g. [3, para. 661) r* has eccentricity 1. It follows at once from Lemma 17(ii) of [5] that G* has eccentricity 1, and so Theorem A is established. In order to deduce Corollary Al from Theorem A, suppose that H is a torsion free normal subgroup of the finitely generated group G with G/N nilpotent and H' < c,.(G) for some Y > 0. We proceed by induction on r, the case I' = 0 being Theorem A.
Let r > 0 and assume the natural induction hypothesis on 1'. By coming down, if necessary, to a subgroup of finite index in G containing H, uTe may assume without loss of generality that G is torsion free. Turning now to the deduction of Corollary A2 from Theorem A suppose that H is a torsion free nilpotent normal subgroup of the group G where G satisfies Max-n and I' = G/H is nilpotent. Then G is finitely generated [2, p. 4201. We proceed by induction on the nilpotency class c of H. If c = 1 then Corollary A2 is just Theorem A.
Let c > 1 and assume the natural induction hypothesis on c. Let A = c,(H) so that A 4 G and H/A is torsion free. By our induction hypothesis, there exists a subgroup G, of finite index in G which contains A such that G,/A has eccentricity 1. By Theorem A* there exists a subgroup Gs of finite index in G such that the pair (A, GJA) has eccentricity 1. It now follows from Lemma 17(ii) of [5] that G, n Gs has eccentricity 1.
Moreover Gr n Gs is of finite index in G and so Corollary A2 is established.
PROOF OF THEOREM A*
If A is a r-module where r is a group, we say that the pair (d, r) is in the set d if and only if there exists a subgroup r* of finite index in r such that the pair (A, P) is eremitic with eccentricity 1. Hence we need to show that 8 contains all pairs (A, r), where r is in 6 n 91 and A is a torsion free Noetherian r-module. Suppose, then, that (A, T) is such a pair with ,4 nontrivial. We recall from [5, 2. 21 that the subgroup X of r is said to be in the set x(A, r) if and only if the following four conditions hold:
A,(X) > 1; (1) n,(X) is isolated in c (2) if X < H < r and if A,(H) > 1 then X is of finite index in H; (3) if X < H < r and if B,(H) > 1 then n,(H) is not isolated.
Here n,(X) denotes the normalizer of X in r.
In [S, Lemma 21 it was proved that x(A, rj is nonempty. We shall use this fact to deduce Theorem A* from LENMA 2.1. Let A be a nontrivial Noethevian r-module where I' is irz 8 n 93. Let XE x(A, r) and set C = JI,(X)~. Thaz (C, r) is in 8.
Suppose, then, that Theorem A* is false. Then there exists a nontrivial torsion free Noetherian r-module A where r is in Q n '% such that (a, r) is not in 6. Since A is Noetherian we may assume that if B is a nontrivial r-submodule of ,4 such that A/B is torsion free then (A/B, r) is in 8.
Let X E x(,4, r) and set C = A,(X)r. By condition (1) C is nontrivial and by lemma 2.1 there is a subgroup I', of finite index in r such that (C, r,) has eccentricity I. Let S/C be the periodic part of A/C. If h E B, x E r, and 11 > 0 are such that [b, x"] = I then there exists nz > 0 such that 6 '" E C whence [ [5] it follows at once that (-q, r,) has eccentricity 1, where P, = r, r> Pa . Since I', is of finite index in l' we have that (A, r) is in 8, a contradiction.
Hence Theorem A* is established subject only to proving lemma 2.1. In order to prove lemma 2.1 we need two preliminary results. LEMM% 2.2. Let A be a nontrivial r-module, where r is in 6 r\ %. Let X E x(A, I') and let U = A,(X) and N = +(X).
Then (U, N) is i?z 6.
Proof. _ViX is in Q n '8 and so there exists a subgroup N*/X of finite index in :\'/X such that N*/X is torsion free. Let 1 # u E zi, 3 EN* and suppose [II, G~z] = 1 for some nonzero integer i. From condition (3) some power of x is in X. Therefore .z' is in X since N*/X is torsion free. Hence [u, ~1 = 1 by definition of U and so (U, N*j has eccentricity 1, as required, LE&rn%A 2.3. Let r be in Q n '91 and suppose IV* < N are szcbgroups C$ I' with N* of jkite index in AC Then there is a subgroup r* of jizite index in r such that r* n N = AT*.
This result is an immediate consequence of the stronger result of Mal'cev (see Kurosh [4, p. 5061 ) that if r is a polycyclic group and N is any subgroup of r then H is precisely the intersection of all subgroups of finite index in r which contain H. 2 However, due to the simplicity of the result in the special case needed here we include a short proof. satisfies Max-n we may assume that if 1 f L Q r then r/L is not a counterexample. Hence, clearly, the normal interior K of N* in r is trivial. Let x be a nontrivial element of [r(r) and let 2 = (x), the group generated by z. By hypothesis, there exists a subgroup I',* of finite index in r such that r,* n (NZ) = N*Z. Hence we have r,* n N = N*(Z n N) so that Z n N < N*. Therefore, Z n N = (zn) for some n + 0 and so znzn E N*.
Hence smn E K = 1 so .zml' = 1. Hence [r(r) is periodic and therefore finite since r is in 6 n '9. But this means that r itself is finite so that if we let P = N* we obtain a contradiction.
Proof of 2.1. Let ,4 be a nontrivial Noetherian r-module where r is in 6 n +X. Let XE x(4, r) and let U = 4,(X), C = Ur and N = n,(X). Let T be a transversal to the cosets of N in I'. where tj E T, 1 + a$ E U$(x") and xi E Nfj for j = 1, 2 ,..., s. Now N is isolated in r by condition (2) so that x';' EN n r* = N*. Hence XE Note and so, since (Vj, N*tj) has eccentricity 1 we have [a?, X] = 1 for j = 1, 2,..., s. Hence [a, X] = 1 and so the pair (C, r*) has eccentricity 1, as required.
EXAMPLES EXAMPLE Al.
Let K be the group generated by elements a,, n = 0, ztl, xtz... subject only to the relations [aa , a, , ak] = 1 for all i, j, k, so that K is a free nilpotent group of class 2. Let zi,j (; #= j) denote [ai , uj] and let H be the central subgroup of K generated by all elements of the form .z;~;:~~,s~-~. Let F = K/H. K h as an automorphism 5 which sends each ai to ai+l . Clearly t preserves H so that t induces an automorphism of F which we shall also call t. Let G be the split extension F(t) so that G is clearly in the class 6, n (%JLI) and is torsion free.
We now show that G is not eremitic. Writing bars for images of elements of K in F it is clear that z$'j:i := Z,,aj-i = zi ,i .
Hence ,E$,~ E cc($-i), the centralizer in G of P-i. If G were eremitic of eccentricity e it would follow that %fi,j E co(p) and thence that zZ,> = 3Ztc.7+c for all ;, j. To complete the proof all we now need to show is that if -4 is free Abelian on generators x,,~ (; #j) and we impose the relations s<,j T= Zj,sj-i on rZ to give a group B then xi,j = .z,:+,,~+& is false for some i, j' This fact may be seen as follows. Set t,,, = JQ+,, . The group B is given in terms of generators and relations by the &a subject to tiXjei = t,,j-i all i:j or ecluivalently by t,,, = ti+n,n all i, n. Setting s,,,~ = :i,n (0 < i < 112 [, n = 0, +l, +2,...), it is clear that B is free Abelian on generators si,n .
The result follows at once.
EXAMPLE A2. Let D be the torsion free metabelian group mentioned earlier : that is D = (x, y : y+y = +> and form G -= D wr C where C is an infinite cyclic group. Let A be the base group of G. Then we may write ,4 as the direct product DTZem DC of isomorphic copies Di of D, where D, = (.vi , yZ : y$yi y% = x;r>, say. We may now write G = (x1 I y1 , t) where ,ylt = x+1 , yif = yi+l for all integers i. G is a 3-generator +X3-group and it is easy to see that G is torsion free. The fact that G satisfies Max-n follows from [2, Theorem 51.
We now prove that G is eremitic. Suppose G* is a subgroup of finite index in G. We must have zuoi, = yi y;" in G" for infinitely many i, j where i f j. Let zqj E G* where i # j. For some positive integer wz we have xgJ)' in G* since G* is of finite index in G. Clearly qrn centralizes zuf,. but does not centralize euij . Hence G* does not have eccentricity 1. Therefore G has no subgroup of finite index with eccentricity 1.
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